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Title: Midas, the Golden Age trope, and Hellenistic Kingship in Ovid’s Metamorphoses 
Abstract: This article proposes a sustained politicized reading of the myth of Midas in 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses. It argues that Midas stands, first, as the embodiment of failed, 
Hellenistic kingship, with its ostentatious display of wealth and heralding of a new 
Golden Age, and, second, as a warning against the infectious “love of gold”, to which 
Roman politicians are far from immune. While the capture of Silenus and the golden 
touch episode link Midas with the tropes of Hellenistic kingship, his involvement in the 
competition between Pan and Apollo raises questions about the tropes of Roman 
imperial power itself. 
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Midas, the Golden Age trope, and Hellenistic Kingship in Ovid’s Metamorphoses 
 
It might be heaven, this static 
Plenitude: apples gold on the bough, 
Goldfinch, goldfish, golden tiger cat stock - 
Still in one gigantic tapestry – 
 
Sylvia Plath, In Midas' Country 
 
Ovid provides the fullest and most elaborate account of the myth of Midas that has 
come down to us from Classical Antiquity. His version conflates what must have been 
three different myths involving the legendary Phrygian king: first, his encounter with or 
capture of Silenus, second, the gift of the golden touch, which turned into a curse, and 
third, his acquisition of ass’s ears –– in Ovid’s version as a punishment by Apollo for his 
musical preferences. Throughout the narrative (11.85-193) Midas emerges as a figure of 
ridicule, a man unable to learn from his mistakes1. Despite the amount of criticism that 
has focused on the Metamorphoses, this episode has attracted remarkably little attention. 
Scholars have studied its stylistic construction2, its (alleged) significance for religious 
history3, its humorous or fairy-tale characteristics4, but the episode as a whole has been 
largely ignored or passed over as silly and uncomplicated. The few studies that have 
drawn connections between Midas’ story and contemporary political and artistic 
preoccupations have only done so for the third and final part of the episode, where both 
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the imperial connotations in the representation of Apollo and the competition in which 
pastoral music is defeated (and with it Midas’ aesthetics) have prompted such readings5. 
 This article proposes that the episode of Midas as a whole is a sustained reflection on 
kingship and the cultural tropes that underpin it. More specifically, it suggests that Midas 
stands as the embodiment of failed, Hellenistic kingship, with its ostentatious display of 
wealth and heralding of a new Golden Age6. I will also put forward, more tentatively, the 
idea that Ovid shaped this myth to echo one Hellenistic ruler in particular: Antiochus IV 
Epiphanês (“God Manifest”), nicknamed Epimanês (“Mad”), the Seleucid king who ruled 
between 175 and 164 B.C.E. My reading takes its cue from Sorabella’ article on the 
Barberini Faun, which identified that statue as a representation of the satyr caught by 
Midas, and convincingly suggested that it was a Hellenistic royal commission, perhaps by 
Antiochus Epiphanês. The statue was later brought to, or copied in, Rome, where it was 
excavated7; if Propertius 2.32.14 indeed refers to the Barberini Faun, then this statue can 
be placed in Ovid’s contemporary Rome8. Like Sorabella, I will argue that Silenus’ (or a 
satyr’s) capture played a role in the imperial propaganda of Antiochus Epiphanês, but 
will then go on to trace further correspondences between Midas, as he appears throughout 
the episode, and this ruler, who would have been familiar to Ovid’s readers either through 
his representation in Livy’s Ab urbe condita or from direct knowledge of Polybius –– the 
historian who first made Antiochus IV notorious as “mad”, and on whom Livy’s account 
is largely based9. My broader argument, however, is that, if Ovid’s myth of Midas is 
constructed as a joke, it is a very political joke: one that also stands as a warning against 
Rome’s adoption of the cultural tropes and narratives of Hellenistic imperial ideology.  
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The structure of this article largely follows the structure of Ovid’s account. The first 
part looks at how Midas is introduced in the Metamorphoses through his encounter with 
Silenus. In the second part I am going to focus on the golden touch story, and pursue the 
imagery of gold in a wider context: its metaphorical significance within the Golden Age 
discourse, its ambiguous associations, and especially the danger it represented within 
Roman ideology. Finally, the third part attempts to establish grounds for seeing Midas in 
a more positive light, as a (partly) misunderstood or unjustly punished aesthete, who, 
predictably, enjoys Hellenistic poetry, while (the Roman) Apollo partly takes over the 
Hellenistic imperial paradigm. 
 
Part I  
Midas enters the Metamorphoses in one of the poem’s Dionysiac moments: Bacchus, 
having punished the Thracian maenads for the murder of Orpheus (11.67-84), moves with 
his entire company of satyrs and bacchants to Phrygia. The only one missing from the 
adsueta cohors (89) of Bacchus is Silenus, who has been found drunk by the peasants of 
Phrygia and taken to king Midas. The capture and questioning of Silenus is, perhaps 
surprisingly for a modern audience, the most common story told about Midas in Greek 
sources. Although the details differ, there is a basic storyline, which emerges from almost 
all the sources: Midas gets Silenus into a drunken slumber by mixing wine in the water of 
the spring in his garden, which Silenus frequents. Midas’ servants bring him fettered 
before the king, who asks him about the meaning of life or the secret of happiness. 
Silenus reluctantly responds that the best thing for humans is not to be born at all, the 
second best thing to die as soon as possible10. Beyond the structural similarities to the 
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encounter between Croesus and Solon in Herodotus 1.30-33 (a fabulously wealthy, 
Oriental king meets a wise man and gets pessimistic or unpalatable answers when he 
enquires what is meaningful in life) pointed out by Roller (1983, 307-308), this legend, as 
we find it in the Greek sources, can also be seen to reflect a folk-tale pattern: the capture 
of the Wild-Man (a knowledgeable demon), who is made to reveal a secret or some other 
information crucial to his interrogator11.  
At some point, however, probably during Hellenistic times, the capture of Silenus (or a 
satyr) began to be reported in the biographies of kings and generals, and turned into a 
potent political symbol, signifying the (supposed) captor’s success, authority, and royal 
power12. Plutarch recounts that, during the long siege of Tyre in 322 B.C.E., Alexander 
the Great saw a dream, in which he chased and caught a satyr who had been mocking him 
and eluding his grasp –– the account ends with the indication that “they point out the 
spring near which, in his dream, [Alexander] thought he saw the satyr”13. The presence of 
the spring here, as well as the satyr’s resistance, link this story with the myth of Midas, 
where the spring is an important motif and Silenus only yields his mystic knowledge after 
being compelled14. According to Plutarch and Artemidorus, the seers interpreted the 
dream as a portent for Alexander, meaning that “Tyre will be yours” (σὰ Τύρος), as these 
two words, joined together, form the word σάτυρος. Plutarch’s Life of Sulla also contains 
a story, perhaps stemming from Sulla’s own memoirs or propaganda15, which has the 
Roman general confront and interrogate a satyr. In this case, the satyr was caught in his 
sleep (27.2.2: κοιµώµενον) by some men, who then brought him to Sulla. Even though 
the interrogation does not yield any results (because the satyr’s voice is not intelligible), 
as Sorabella (2007, 240) puts it, “the encounter is shown to have portended success, for 
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Sulla soon returns to Italy, where he defeats his enemies, celebrates his triumph, and 
gains regal supremacy as dictator of Rome.”  
Closer to a historical (rather than legendary) incident, now, Antiochus IV Epiphanês 
seems to have been inspired by such accounts to stage his own version of the “capture of 
Silenus”. According to a certain Heliodorus, reported in Athenaeus 2.45c, Antiochus 
“mixed wine in the spring of Antioch; this is exactly what the Phrygian Midas did, as 
Theopompus says, when he had wanted to catch Silenus by getting him drunk16.” If 
Sorabella’s thesis is correct and the Barberini Faun (or its original) was commissioned by 
Antiochus, this statue of a sleeping satyr, perhaps set by the Antiochene spring, would 
have advertised its patron’s wealth and power, and staked his claim to rule in Asia Minor, 
the area where the myth of Midas is located, and which had been stripped from the 
Seleucid kingdom only fifteen years before Antiochus’ ascent to the throne, in 190 
B.C.E.  
In Ovid’s myth of Midas, both the folk-tale notion of “mastering the demon” and the 
Hellenistic employment of this idea for imperial propaganda are glaringly absent –– or 
subverted17. Ovid’s Midas does not set out to capture Silenus18; their encounter is 
accidental, and, what is more important, Midas fails to take advantage of the opportunity 
to learn something from Silenus. Note that in the incident mentioned in Plutarch’s Life of 
Sulla, the satyr is not caught by Sulla (rather, the men who found him bring him to the 
general, “as though knowing that it is his prize rather than theirs”19), but Sulla 
persistently tries to interrogate him, indeed using many interpreters to do so (27.2.4: δι' 
ἑρµηνέων πολλῶν). In Ovid, when the Phrygian peasants find Silenus stumbling around 
drunk, bind him with wreaths, and lead him to their king, Midas decides to honor his 
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guest by throwing a ten-day feast (95-96: festum genialiter egit / per bis quinque dies). 
Instead of the expected philosophical conversation on happiness and the meaning of life, 
what we get is a party.  
To Midas’ shame, the Ovidian text itself leads the reader to expect the version in 
which the Phrygian king would eagerly seek access to Silenus’ wisdom: right after the 
capture of Silenus by the peasants, we hear that Midas was initiated into the mysteries by 
Orpheus, and that this is how he can identify Silenus as a fellow in the sacra20. A person 
who looks for answers to eternal questions in mystic religions would be expected to ask 
Bacchus’ companion some of those questions when the opportunity presented itself21. It 
is probably not a coincidence that the source which presents the myth of Midas under the 
most positive light, the Greek historian Conon, who was Ovid’s contemporary, also 
makes Midas a disciple of Orpheus. Conon, who dedicated his work to the Cappadocian 
king Archelaus Philopatêr, would likely view Midas as a valid model for his patron, and 
his version turns Midas into a shrewd politician: having learnt from Orpheus, Midas rules 
over his people “with many arts” (πολλαῖς τέχναις)22. In Conon, when Silenus is captured 
(the summary of Conon’s work in Photius’ Bibliotheca is not detailed enough for us to 
know if he was caught at Midas’ express command or not), he is brought to Midas, and 
then, we are told, the animal changed its form, and appeared as a human. This shows, 
firstly, that Midas is imagined here as a kingly figure with authority over nature and all 
its elements23, and suggests, secondly, that this Midas probably had a conversation with 
Silenus (otherwise, why would it be important that Silenus took on human form?). 
Conon, who would have reasons to abide by the tropes of Hellenistic imperial ideology, 
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thus presents Midas as a legitimate role model for the princes of Hellenistic kingdoms, 
some of whom were still challenging Roman rule in the first century B.C.E.24.  
Ovid takes the same information regarding Midas and, I argue, the same resonances it 
carried within the Hellenistic imperial paradigm, and turns them on their heads. His 
Midas was initiated into the mysteries in vain; he is a superficial fool who is only 
interested in partying. This representation may, then, be seen as an indictment on 
Hellenistic kingship in general, with its penchant for mystery religions, feasts, and 
processions, but it could also reflect characteristics of the much-maligned Antiochus IV 
Epiphanês25. The very name that this king had chosen for himself, “God Manifest”, 
evokes Dionysus, the Greek epiphany god par excellence, and a deity with whom other 
Hellenistic rulers, most notably the Ptolemies, had also associated themselves, in their 
self-fashioning as bringers of peace and prosperity through victory26. Yet the only 
Dionysiac matters that appear to interest Antiochus, according, that is, to his very hostile 
critic Polybius, are the drinking and the (orgiastic) music: this king would not only 
converse with the common people, but also “drink with any travelers, no matter how 
poor, who would happen to be in town. Whenever he got news of young men gathering to 
feast together, he would appear unannounced to join in their revel with hornpipe and 
symphony.27” It is unclear what this symphony is (LSJ s.v. συµφωνία has “band, 
orchestra”, “a kind of drum”, or “a wind instrument” –– the last two meanings are only 
attested for the Latin symphonia), but the general impression we get is of a king 
unbecomingly attached to lowly, unsophisticated types of music as well as constant 
revelry. Indeed, Antiochus’ party-crashing ends with many of the king’s fellow-revelers 
walking out on him, finding the spectacle too strange (ὥστε τοὺς πολλοὺς διὰ τὸ 
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παράδοξον ἀφισταµένους φεύγειν). Antiochus’ propensity to overly long feasts, in which 
he takes an inappropriately active part, will also be highlighted by Polybius later on, in 
the context of his procession, where the king manages the symposia himself, and even 
performs along with the entertainers28. 
There is one final theme that is associated with the capture of Silenus and can provide 
a link both with the golden touch episode and with Hellenistic (as well as contemporary) 
ideas on kingship. As we have seen, in many sources, interrogating Silenus yields 
important, esoteric knowledge29. There are two accounts, however, one Roman, Virgil’s 
Eclogue 6, and one Hellenistic, Theopompus of Chios, in which the captive Silenus offers 
extensive “political” didaxis, which stretches either back into the primordial past or out to 
faraway lands, but in both cases reworks Hesiodic material on the history of the world 
and the state of humanity.  
Eclogue 6, an enigmatic and apparently not very pastoral poem30, is dedicated to a 
certain statesman, Varus31, who must, therefore, be imagined as its primary audience and 
main recipient of Silenus’ mysterious didaxis. In this poem, as in Ovid’s myth of Midas, 
a drunken Silenus is taken captive and bound with his own wreaths (6.13-19)32. The two 
boys who hold him captive will then manage to get from Silenus the carmen they had 
long been requesting. Silenus’ song, as reported by Tityrus, rehearses Hesiod’s entire 
corpus: it begins with the creation of the physical world (reminiscent of the Theogony), 
quickly passes over the emergence of the human race after the flood, followed by the 
(Golden) age of Saturn (both in one line: Hinc lapides Pyrrhae iactos, Saturnia regna, 
41; the latter is reminiscent of the “myth of the races” in Works and Days), and then 
plunges into a series of fragmented mythical love narratives (reminiscent of the 
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Catalogue of Women)33, whose common denominator is pain, loss, perversion, and 
metamorphosis. By placing the praise of Virgil’s contemporary poet Gallus (a praise that 
is framed in explicitly Hesiodic terms, modeled on the Theogony) right in the middle of 
these mythical tragic stories, Silenus’ song blends the present with the mythical past34, 
and perhaps transmits (to Varus) the equally Hesiodic message that humanity is 
(currently, at least) in a wretched state, with the age of Saturn a distant memory35.  
If Servius’ Quellenforschung is to be trusted36, Virgil based the scenario of his sixth 
Eclogue on the Hellenistic historian Theopompus, who in his Philippika, a work of 
obvious interest for the court of Macedon37, told of Midas’ capture and interrogation of 
Silenus. In this account38, Silenus shows that pure happiness is only to be found in a 
faraway utopia, literally “outside of this world” (ἔξω τούτου τοῦ κόσµου). As in Eclogue 
6, Hesiodic poetry, which was thought of in antiquity as (among other things) ethically 
minded “poetry for kings”39, looms large in the background –– hardly surprising for 
Theopompus the moralizer, who was not afraid to speak his mind about the excesses and 
debauchery of the Macedonian court40. Theopompus’ Silenus describes a distant, vast 
continent with two great cities, one of the Εὐσεβεῖς (Pious) and one of the Μάχιµοι 
(Warlike). The Pious live like Hesiod’s Golden race: they are always healthy and lead 
long lives in laughter and pleasure (~ Works & Days 112-115); they have peace and 
“deep wealth” (πλούτῳ βαθεῖ), taking everything they need from the soil, without having 
to cultivate it (~ W&D 117-120); and they are so just that even the gods often deign to 
visit them41. The Warlike are reminiscent of Hesiod’s bellicose Bronze race in that they 
are constantly engaging in battle (~W&D 145-146), and perhaps also in that they are born 
with their weapons (καὶ γίνονται µεθ' ὅπλων): this could be an allusion to the Bronze 
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men, whom Zeus created ἐκ µελιᾶν (145): from “ash trees”, but the same word also 
means “ashen spears”. We are also told that gold and silver are so abundant in their land, 
that they value gold less than we do iron. Even though they do not seem particularly 
fortunate (or, at least, not as fortunate as the idealized Pious), when the Warlike cross 
over into the known world and encounter the Hyperboreans, long held to be the happiest 
of men, they turn back and refuse to go any further, considering the Hyperboreans a 
wretched lot42.  
What is Theopompus’ Midas, and by extension the Macedonian powerful, supposed to 
take from Silenus’ Hesiodic didaxis? Surely the most important, general point must be 
that, if the utopian second best, the Warlike, consider our world’s absolute best, the 
Hyperboreans, miserable, no human being should hold themselves fortunate. Happiness 
is simply not achievable for humanity in its current state43. But the specific mention of 
metals in an account that evokes Hesiod’s metallic races is also significant. The “deep 
wealth” of the “Golden” Pious is not metallic, but a natural, spontaneous bounty; the 
Warlike have an abundance of precious metals, but do not attach any importance to them. 
This is consistent with Theopompus’ attitude towards precious metals elsewhere: the use 
and display of gold and silver is condemned in at least two further fragments from the 
same work, the Philippika44, but also throughout the historian’s oeuvre45.  If, like Servius 
when confronted with the myth of Virgil’s Eclogue 6, Ovid’s readers were also reminded 
of Theopompus’ account as well as, perhaps, the Virgilian Eclogue itself, they might 
expect the captured Silenus to reveal to Midas not only some general, metaphysical truth, 
but also, more specifically, a Hesiodically flavored overview of the history and/or current 
status of humanity. The “myth of the races”, and the prosperity that is always attendant 
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upon the “good king” –– a notion that appears in Hesiod’s Works and Days right after the 
“myth of the races” and which is later taken over by Hellenistic imperial ideology46 –– 
could also be at the back of their minds47.  
 
Part II 
When Ovid’s Midas requests the golden touch from Bacchus as a reward for the return 
of Silenus, he is, perhaps, attempting to establish himself as the ideal, literally “Golden”, 
king. Midas turns everything into gold with archetypal Golden-race ease (107: tangendo), 
but he has, in the process, committed the crucial Silver-race sin: foolishness (149: stultae 
praecordia mentis)48. In this he reflects the Hellenistic rulers whose propaganda made 
(foolish) promises of utopian, easy abundance. For Ovid and his contemporary audience, 
the most recent of these was Cleopatra VII, who had declared a new Golden Age together 
with Marc Antony, setting 37/6 B.C.E. as year one. The new era was celebrated in two 
spectacular rituals, one in Antioch in 37/6, and one two years later in Alexandria –– 
ironically, in less than a decade the empire of the Ptolemies would be annihilated49. Like 
Midas, these Eastern kings are not good readers of Hesiod: they believe that the remote, 
mythical past of the Golden race is retrievable, and that it is so in a very material (and 
metallic) way.  
Augustus would not be so naïve: there is little evidence that he himself proclaimed an 
aureum saeculum of easy bliss and abundance50, although he may not have actively 
resisted such a notion. In the only actual pronouncement of a new Golden Age under 
Augustus in extant Augustan literature, in Aeneid 6.791-795, the prophesied return of the 
aurea saecula of Saturn is merely synonymous with the expansion of the empire by 
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Augustus. As Evans (2008, 20) points out, there is a striking inconsistency between this 
and the gentle peace under Saturn described later on, in 8.319-324. More recently, Rimell 
(2015, 58-61) has argued that the passage is so ambiguous that it could actually be 
interpreted to mean that Augustus will bring the Golden Age to an end. The lack of more 
overt Golden Age pronouncements in this period is, in all probability, indicative of 
Augustus’ shrewd and pragmatic politics. He would not have been very credible, had he 
tried to promote the idea of fantastical bounty at a time when agricultural economy in 
areas around Rome was declining51. The practical realities of Roman life called for a 
modification in the Golden age discourse: the blissful, effortless existence of Hesiod’s 
Golden race could not be convincingly maintained. It was up to the artists of the time to 
make clear that the “gold” in the Golden age was not literal, as a foolish Midas (or 
Hellenistic king) would have it, but a metaphor for ongoing, physical and moral effort, 
which is naturally, but not extraordinarily, rewarded52.  
So, when we come to Augustan poetry, we find that, even though the Golden Age 
trope is ubiquitous and the main characteristic features of the Golden race have been 
preserved, the way they are presented shows a shift of emphasis. The earth continues to 
produce without the need for cultivation: in Virgil’s Eclogue 4 omnis feret omnia tellus 
(39), and in the Metamorphoses 1.109 fruges tellus inarata ferebat. Ovid’s Golden Age, 
however, is not so much a paradise on its own merit, as a negation of the present, with its 
wars and greed for empire53. Ovid also makes explicit the absence of gold in his Golden 
age; as Barker (1993, 42-43) puts it, “the metal gold is now a preserve of the Iron race, 
like the iron after which the race is named … the link of gold and venality with iron and 
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weapons is particularly close”. When aurum is for the first time mined and used, in Met. 
1.141, the narrator describes it as ferro nocentius.  
There is one further passage in which Ovid both appeals to and subverts the Golden 
Age trope, and, strikingly, this passage structurally mirrors Midas’ golden touch story. In 
his “little Aeneid”, Ovid recounts Aeneas’ encounter with king Anius on Delos54. Anius 
tells Aeneas the sad story of his children (13.643-674): while Apollo had given his son, 
Andros, prophetic powers, Bacchus had endowed his four daughters with the gift of 
transforming whatever they touched into corn, wine, or olive oil. When Agamemnon, on 
his way to Troy, heard this, he used the force of arms to tear Anius’ daughters away from 
their father, demanding that they use their powers to feed his army. The Aniads fled, and 
two of them sought refuge on their brother’s island of Andros, who was about to hand 
them over to be shackled by Agamemnon, when they desperately beseeched Bacchus, 
and he duly transformed them into doves. Like Midas, the Aniads receive their gift from 
Bacchus (650-652: dedit altera Liber … munera), and it is Bacchus they beg for help 
(669: “Bacche pater, fer opem!”; compare Midas’ “da ueniam, Lenaee pater!”, v. 132), 
since he was the source of that “gift” (670: muneris auctor), now, finally, seen as the 
source of their troubles. Midas’ golden touch story is also framed by references to 
Bacchus’ munera, as it will be shown later on. It should also be noted that, while in the 
Greek sources of this story the Aniads are able to make the agricultural products they are 
associated with grow out of the earth55, Ovid presents them as transforming other things 
into those products merely through their touch (652: tactu) –– an ability that is strongly 
reminiscent of Midas56. The “Golden Age” created by the Aniads’ touch is, like that of 
Midas, short-lived, but in their case it is not because it is foolishly metallic instead of 
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natural, but because even this organic and more Hesiodically “correct” Golden Age 
inevitably attracts the attention of a ruthless king, who will attempt to appropriate and 
force it into the service of his imperialist agenda. In Ovid, even the possibility of limitless 
natural wealth is too much of a temptation for greedy kings, and cannot be allowed to 
stand57.  
Virgil had already added this dimension to the Augustan Golden Age discourse in his 
Georgics 1: the Saturnian state of eternal and automatic bliss is no longer a desirable 
condition, as it represents “a slothful existence that required no mental or physical 
exertion”58. The myth is redefined and made to conform to the Augustan ethos of 
“success through hard work”. The farmer’s efforts (labor) result in natural, instead of 
magical, bounty; the emphasis is on the sufficiency of the necessary, agricultural goods; 
mineral wealth is not only irrelevant, but also useless59. Barker (1993, 44) identifies a 
topos in the contrast between the fruits of the surface of the earth, and the minerals 
concealed beneath it: “agriculture is a necessary evil … as well as being an ancient 
Roman virtue; mining is an unnatural and unnecessary crime”. 
Midas makes a grave mistake precisely because he privileges mineral wealth over the 
fruits of the earth: Ovid mentions how he turns into gold a branch (uirgam, 109), wheat-
heads (Cereris aristas, 112), an apple (pomum, 113), and water (undis, 125)60. Soon 
enough, Mother Nature (or moral order) will take her vengeance: Midas sits at the table, 
and the Cerealia dona (122) become hard when he touches them, the dapes turn into 
lammina fulua (124), and his mixed wine into fusile aurum (126). The Phrygian king 
effectively creates a (misconceived) Golden Age landscape: a static, aesthetically 
pleasing scene of ease, leisure, and luxury, in which his constant, magical, and after a 
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while involuntary, production of golden objects replaces the more traditional heightened 
fertility of the earth61. Unsurprisingly, Roman imagination located such Golden Age or 
utopian scenarios mostly in the East, and viewed them with ambivalence62. These 
suspicions would have been strengthened by the fortunes of Eastern rulers such as 
Cleopatra and Antony, willing to proclaim the return of a literal Golden Age, in which 
they would then proceed to luxuriate themselves to destruction63. 
Outside the Golden Age context, gold is seen as even more dangerous, and more 
overtly associated with avarice, deceit, and corruption. Crookes has studied the use of 
gold in Aeneid 1, and demonstrated that throughout the narrative gold is employed in 
association with ill-gotten gains, Carthaginian excess, and Aeneas’ ominous gifts to 
Dido64. Aeneas himself is described in terms of “golden beauty” only when he is in 
Dido’s environment (1.594, 4.134-9 and 264). The pillars of Priam’s palace that come 
crashing down in Aen. 2.504 are adorned “with the spoils of barbaric gold” (barbarico 
postes auro spoliisque superbi), while Camilla’s wish to deck herself captiuo … in auro 
(Aen. 11.779) may be what leads to her destruction, echoing contemporary warnings that 
desire for gold would lead to Rome’s own downfall65. In Ovid’s Metamorphoses, gold is 
presented as an attribute of the gods in the first books –– it appears on Cupid’s arrow 
(1.470), Diana’s bow (1.679), the Sun’s palace (2.2) and chariot (2.107) –– but the first 
named human to be associated with it, the Athenian maiden Aglauros, is “a greedy and 
sacrilegious extortionist (2.749-759), who demands ‘a great weight of gold’ (magni … 
ponderis aurum) from Mercury (2.750) as a bribe for allowing the god to have sex with 
her sister66.”  
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For the Romans, the only way to legitimize the pouring of gold from all over the 
Empire into their city, and thus to distinguish themselves from Oriental opulence and 
extravagance, was to emphasize that their gold was acquired through Roman iron, the 
sword67. But even as the product of military conquest, gold could not escape the shadow 
of excess and moral decadence. In Horace’s Ode 3.24 the narrator advises his audience 
either to bring all their gold and jewels to the Capitol or to toss them in the nearest sea; 
nations that live without gold are happier and more ethical68. Characteristically, when 
Aemilius Paulus defeated the fabulously rich king Perseus (according to Plutarch, 
because of Perseus’ own avarice and stinginess69), we are told that his celebrations were 
very orderly, handouts to soldiers were kept to a minimum70, and what precious metals he 
gave his son-in-law as a reward for his extraordinary valor were the first such metals to 
enter the frugal house of the Aelii71. Even this paragon of Roman virtue, however, could 
not escape the pernicious effects of owning (and flaunting) Oriental gold. For, when he 
came to celebrate his triumph, resplendent in a robe of purple interwoven with gold, he 
was mourning the death of one of his sons, who had died some days before the triumph; 
another son would die within the following days72.  
The disjunction in the idealized combination of a return to the pristine ethos of the 
Roman past with the refinement and cultus of the new age is one that Augustus himself 
must have faced, as the account of his own Res Gestae indicates. Besides using a great 
portion of his personal fortune for benefactions to the public (RG 15-24), Augustus 
appears to studiously avoid the danger of associating himself too closely with gold: when 
he was offered the aurum coronarium (RG 21) he did not accept it, and the money he 
amassed when he melted down the silver statues of himself he dedicated, as golden 
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offerings, to the temple of Apollo (RG 24). Recognizing that gold befits, primarily and 
mainly, the gods, and reserving it for their cult, Augustus seems to be following the 
Horatian tenet: “by holding yourself lesser than the gods, you rule”73. 
The strong relationship between gold and divinity, and the danger facing the mortal 
who gets “too close”, is something Midas fails to understand, even though the narrative 
provides some clues. To start with the power of the golden touch itself, it is given by the 
god, Bacchus, and is taken away by the god with one and the same, easy act (or 
expression): in vv. 104-105 munera soluit / Liber, and in vv. 134-135 Bacchus peccasse 
fatentem / … munera soluit. Moreover, the objects Midas transforms are more than once 
associated with the divine. In vv. 113-114 he makes an apple golden. Immediately it 
becomes an apple of the Hesperides (114: Hesperidas donasse putes). In vv. 116-117 he 
puts his palms in water. The golden water is immediately paralleled with the shower of 
gold in which Zeus transformed himself in order to get into Danae’s room (117: Danaen 
eludere posset). At the peak of his desperation, Midas is described as, paradoxically, 
diuesque miserque (127). An ancient reader, for whom the word diues was 
etymologically linked to deus, may have sensed here that the Phrygian king has become 
wretched (miser) for wanting to take what belongs to the gods, who never lack anything 
and whose wealth is only one aspect of their eternally happy existence74. Midas’ 
appropriation of divine gold reverses the Augustan trajectory of dedicating one’s own 
gold to the gods, and reflects the Oriental (and sacrilegious) practice of a ruler such as 
Antiochus IV Epiphanês, who “had plundered most of the temples” in order to finance 
his extravagantly golden triumph of 166, which he staged at Daphne, near Antioch, in an 
attempt to outdo the one of Aemilius Paulus75. That this was not (only) a Hellenistic 
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procession (pompê), but (also) a Roman triumph is evident from the fact that the opening 
parade was led by men wearing specifically Roman armour; two hundred and forty pairs 
of gladiators also took part in the parade, and the following days saw games that included 
gladiatorial contests and wild-beast hunts76.  
It may seem strange that Antiochus, a Greek-Syrian, might want to celebrate a Roman 
triumph, but this Hellenistic king had spent more than a decade in Rome as a political 
hostage, “at an impressionable stage of his life, from his early twenties to his mid-
thirties77.” All extant sources on Antiochus mention his peculiar (and, for the Greeks, 
risible) adherence to Roman customs: instead of the Hellenistic royal dress, he would 
often put on the Roman toga; he would go to the Antiochene market-place and pretend 
that he was canvassing for votes either for the office of aedile or for that of tribune of the 
people; he would hear cases seated on the ivory chair, the sella curulis78. Antiochus’ 
ridiculous impersonation of a Roman general and politician also finds an echo in Ovid’s 
Midas. The very first transformation the Phrygian king performs, right after receiving the 
“evil gift” of the golden touch, is described thus: 
 
laetus abit gaudetque malo Berecyntius heros 
pollicitique fidem tangendo singula temptat 
[uixque sibi credens, non alta fronde uirentem79]  
ilice detraxit uirgam: uirga aurea facta est 
(Met. 11.106-109) 
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Midas’ transformation of a holm-oak branch into a “golden bough” is strikingly 
reminiscent of Aeneas’ tearing off the golden bough in Aeneid 6: 
 
et uiridi sedere solo. tum maximus heros        192 
maternas agnouit auis laetusque precatur… 
quale solet siluis brumali frigore uiscum                205 
fronde uirere noua, quod non sua seminat arbos, 
et croceo fetu teretis circumdare truncos, 
talis erat species auri frondentis opaca 
ilice, sic leni crepitabat brattea uento. 
(Virg. Aen. 6.192-193 and 205-209) 
 
Midas is not a maximus heros, like Aeneas, but a hopelessly Oriental, Berecyntius 
heros80. However, like the Roman hero he ridiculously impersonates, he is happy (laetus) 
at what he perceives to be divine favor. On the one hand, the allusion to the Aeneid turns 
Midas all the more risible in his avaricious, deluded folly, just as Antiochus’ 
masquerading as a Roman made him all the more laughable to his subjects. On the other 
hand, though, the allusion might reflect a less than flattering light back onto the Virgilian, 
Roman hero. As Boyle (1972, 136-137) has noted on the Virgilian golden bough, which 
is both living and dead, the metal, gold, represents all the negative qualities of the bough: 
the lifeless, artificial substance, its inability to emit light of its own (refulsit, 204), its 
connection to the world of the dead through Proserpina. Boyle goes on to say that the 
prevailing imagery of death and darkness in this narrative, as well as the description of 
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the golden bough as a parasitic mistletoe, point towards the illusory, corruptive splendor 
of fama, its nature to feed upon the lives of others, and its power to make even a prudent 
hero like Aeneas forget the Sibyl’s prophecy and use force (auidusque refringit, 210) 
against a cunctantem (211) bough, in order to acquire not only the fama, but also the 
empire that goes with it.  
In his own silly way, Midas enacts the same principle in the first transformation he 
performs. He has no great destiny to fulfill, but he does not hesitate to give himself the 
(ig)noble mission of turning everything into gold, and creates his own golden bough. The 
greed for fama, gold, empire is the same, and in both cases equally egoistic and 
inescapable: both the Virgilian Aeneas and Midas will attempt to “conquer” their 
respective physical worlds, simply because they are given the opportunity. Is Midas 
stupid and insensitive because he turns a living branch into inorganic metal, in his vain 
attempt to be a maximus heros? Yes, but on another level, we are invited to suspect that 
Aeneas is also naïve for not realizing what his imperial ideology means for the lives of 
others: until the last books of the Aeneid he is rerum… ignarus (8.730), inscius (10.249); 
“this ignorance is the direct consequence of Aeneas’ inability to profit from his own 
experience, of his inability to apply the lessons of the past to the future which he is 
creating”81. Doesn’t this inability to learn from the past make him all too like Midas? 
The very last transformation that Midas performs within the golden touch episode 
confirms our suspicions that greed for both gold and empire can, and does, affect Romans 
and barbarians alike. The climax of Midas’ realization that it is now impossible for him to 
eat or drink comes in v. 126, where the wine he had mixed flows as molten gold through 
his jaws: fusile per rictus aurum fluitare uideres82. The remarkable stylistic construction 
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of this line has gone unnoticed: besides the alliteration of liquid consonants, which 
reflects the flowing of liquid gold, this is the first time in the whole narrative of the 
golden touch where aurum appears in the middle of a line, as if appearing between 
Midas’ jaws83. This striking verse reveals Midas’ increasing agony, but, at the same time, 
recalls the way in which a fabulously rich Roman general was reportedly and famously 
executed. According to Cassius Dio, when the Parthians apprehended Crassus, “they 
poured molten gold into his mouth, mocking him” for his vast wealth and his scorn of 
poorer men84. As it was Crassus’ avaricious folly that led to his death85, the echo of this 
historical (or quasi-historical) execution of a Roman general in Midas’ near-starvation 
comes to confirm that Roman statesmen are far from immune to (an Oriental) love of 
money and empire. Thus, even though Midas might primarily reflect a naïve Hellenistic 
king like Antiochus, who proclaimed the return of a literal Golden Age and ridiculed 
himself with his Roman political charades, the Phrygian king’s proverbial love of gold is 
no longer the preserve of Oriental barbarians; in this, Midas can just as well figure as a 
greedy Roman statesman.   
 
Part III 
Whereas both the capture of Silenus and the golden touch story are reported in sources 
earlier than Ovid, the third element in Midas’ narrative in the Metamorphoses, i.e. his ill-
advised decision to declare a judgment in the competition between Pan and Apollo, is 
unattested before this poem. The story was probably invented by Ovid to explain how 
Midas got to have ass’s ears86, but how are we to interpret Midas’ sudden interest in art 
and his volunteering an entirely unsolicited opinion, aiming to overturn the judgment of 
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the “official” umpire, the mountain Tmolus? Two scholars have argued that Midas is an 
“artist” already in the golden touch episode. Otis (1970, 193-194) contrasts Midas with 
Pygmalion: the latter is an artist with true ingenium, who gives life to his ivory statue; 
Midas is a failed artist, who wants to turn living nature into a dead metal. Leach (1974, 
132) sees him as an artistic re-creator of a lost Golden Age; once his grand artistic project 
fails, he turns, like many poets, “to seek a new innocence in the forest.” Both these 
readings make valid points. Midas, however, is not presented in the text primarily as an 
artist (we are not invited to see the golden objects he creates as works of art, although we 
might do so anyway), and even in the musical competition he is not himself the 
performer. My argument is that what Midas represents in the Metamorphoses is, first and 
foremost, a failed king (and kingship paradigm), and only secondarily a failed artist. It is 
significant that he enters the poem explicitly as “king Midas” (92: regem … Midan), and 
that the word that stands in for him is rex (vv. 99 and 142); by contrast, Pygmalion, 
although also a king, is never called rex.  
What we know about the life and allegedly strange habits of Antiochus IV Epiphanês 
again provides illuminating parallels for Midas’ behavior. As it has already been noted, 
this monarch liked to hear cases while seated in the Roman sella curulis. Alongside this 
information, both Athenaeus and Diodorus Siculus, who transmit Polybius’ damning 
evaluation of Antiochus, report that he enjoyed being judge a bit too much. Purportedly, 
the Seleucid king would hear all types of cases, including the ones involving business 
contracts, with the greatest earnestness and zeal. This compulsive desire to administer 
justice, even in what must have seemed trivial cases, allegedly made Antiochus’ subjects 
think him either naïve or completely mad (µαινόµενον)87. Another habit of Antiochus, 
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according to Polybius, was to slip out of the palace unnoticed and wander about the shops 
of silversmiths and goldsmiths. There, he would speak “ingeniously” (εὑρησιλογῶν, 
although this must be taken ironically), airing his opinions on art (φιλοτεχνῶν) in front of 
the various craftsmen88. Polybius’ portrayal of a mad king who sneaks out of his palace, 
plagues artists (especially those working with precious metals) with his unsolicited 
opinions on their work, and is obsessed with being a judge, might be unfair to the 
historical Antiochus, but could have some part in forming Ovid’s myth of Midas. If we 
add to this Antiochus’ apparent preference for lowly and unsophisticated types of 
music89, we may have another link to Midas’ (poor) choice of poetic style.   
Although Midas does fail to understand that the competition between Pan and Apollo 
is not really a competition90, since the god of poetry is by definition hors de concours in 
every poetical contest91, his choice may not be as naïve and insensitive as it initially 
appears. The Ovidian text sends mixed signals regarding the quality of Pan’s song. While 
the poem is explicitly identified as a “barbarous song”, which “soothes Midas” 
(barbaricoque Midan ... carmine delenit), it is, at the same time, “light” (leue ... carmen, 
154)92, and performed with the same calamis agrestibus (161) that come up 
programmatically in Virgil’s Eclogue 193. At least under a certain light, Pan’s song can be 
seen to belong in the mainstream of Theocritean, bucolic poetry –– a Hellenistic king 
would, perhaps, be bound to choose this eminently Hellenistic genre.  
That the certamen is hopelessly inpar (already in v. 156) seems to be obvious to the 
“official” judge of the competition, the mountain Tmolus, as well as everyone else 
present, except, of course, for Midas. Could it be that judge, audience, and narrator 
silently make up their minds about the outcome of the song contest before the songs have 
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even been performed, and, moreover, that they base their decision not on the quality of 
song, but on the difference of status and power between the two gods? Apollo makes his 
grand entrance in v. 165, and by his appearance alone he seems to have won the 
competition: 
 
ille caput flauum lauro Parnaside uinctus         165 
uerrit humum Tyrio saturata murice palla 
dinstinctamque fidem gemmis et dentibus Indis 
sustinet a laeua, tenuit manus altera plectrum; 
artificis status ipse fuit. tum stamina docto 
pollice sollicitat, quorum dulcedine captus       170 
Pana iubet Tmolus citharae submittere cannas.   
 
Urban (1968, 72) observes that “anyone with sensitivity can tell from it [the stately 
description of Apollo] how things will end.” Indeed, while the description takes up four 
and a half lines (165-169), the performance of his song barely needs one line (169-170): 
as soon as he plucks his lyre, Tmolus professes to be dulcedine captus, and orders Pan to 
lower his cannas before the cithara. Pan’s music, even though suppressed in two lines, is 
at least heard (161: insonat, 162: canenti), and there is evidence from other parts of the 
poem suggesting it does not lack sweetness. Significantly, when the pipe is invented by 
Pan in 1.705-172, the god is charmed by its sweet tones (709: arte noua uocisque deum 
dulcedine captum; cf. here, 170: dulcedine captus). In that inaugural passage of the 
pastoral genre in the Metamorphoses, the fact that it falls within the Hellenistic, modern 
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λεπτότης is made clear in the previous verse: effecisse sonum tenuem (708). Midas may 
have good reasons, when he listens to Pan, to believe that his music is defensible, and he 
boldly decides to stand up for what he believes. In this respect, he proves himself a true 
pupil of Orpheus; his independent-mindedness is bound to cut him off from the (cruel) 
reality other people recognize and respect, and get him into trouble.   
Apollo’s victory seems, in fact, to rest as much on his political clout as on his superior 
musical skill or genre94. Scholars have already noted that Ovid’s portrayal of Apollo –– 
holding the lyre, his hair bound with laurel, wearing a long robe –– is almost “bringing 
the Palatine cult-statue of the citharoedic god to life95”. The Apollo Citharoedus of the 
Palatine, a potent symbol of the Apolline leader Augustus, is similarly garlanded and 
long-robed, and his iconography would have been immediately recognizable to a 
contemporary audience. The Ovidian text itself invites us to see the Apollo who stands 
before Midas as a statue: artificis status ipse fuit (169). This phrase could be taken to 
mean “both ‘the very pose is that of a(n actual) performer’ and ‘the very pose is that 
created by a sculptor’96.” Ovid’s representation of the god through the famous statue is, 
then, eminently Roman, but also Hellenic (the statue was originally a creation of Scopas), 
and potentially the very embodiment of civilization97. As Miller (2009, 350) observes, 
each Apolline attribute is marked with a different geographical provenance, perhaps 
suggesting the sweep of Augustus’ imperial power: his laurel is from Parnassus, his cloak 
dyed with Tyrian purple, his lyre adorned with Indian gems and ivory. It is little wonder 
that the god who represents Roman imperial authority will defeat the less powerful Pan 
and his barbarian (or Hellenistic) “groupie”, Midas98. It is also historically accurate: 
Rome did, after all, vanquish the Hellenistic kingdoms.  
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Even here, however, an alternative, “renegade” reading is possible. Most of Apollo’s 
markers of imperial authority are, at the same time, symbols of Oriental luxury and 
decadence. The Tyrian purple on the god’s cloak could, for example, recall the purple 
mantle Aeneas wears while laying the foundations of Carthage, just before he abandons 
Dido –– a decadent picture completed by gold and dazzling jasper99. Neither could 
Apollo be claimed by a single faction or even ethnic group100. The coins struck “for 
Actian Apollo” from 16 B.C.E. onwards present the god as citharoedus, with garland, 
lyre in his left hand, and sacrificial bowl in his right hand –– a pose reminiscent of (or 
identical with) the Palatine statue101, but also exactly the same as the one the god he 
assumes in the coins minted in 166 B.C.E. by the very same Antiochus IV Epiphanês, 
whom, I have argued, Ovid’s Midas echoes. This special issue of silver tetradrachms was 
commissioned by Antiochus to commemorate his triumph, mentioned above, which was 
held at the sanctuary of Apollo at Daphne, near Antioch. The coins show a garlanded 
Apollo, in long robe, holding a lyre in his left hand and a patera in his extended right 
hand102. Apollo, proclaimed as the father of the divinized Seleucus103, the founder of the 
dynasty, was a well-known “avatar” of Seleucid kingship104. If the exact same Apollo 
(down to all the details of his numismatic representation as citharoedus) had already 
championed the (failed) ideological program of the Seleucids, what guarantees were there 
that the Roman experiment would be more successful105?  
Nevertheless, Ovid’s Apollo is successful, and, had it not been for Midas’ imprudent 
behavior, the arbitrariness of his victory would go uncontested. The fact that he is an 
“imperial” god is only one explanation for his success. A second and more important 
reason can be found in “Phoebus’ blonde head wreathed with Parnasian laurel” (165: 
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caput flauum lauro Parnaside uinctus). Apollo hides his (flauum) aurum in his laurus106; 
he is a god who knows how to keep the dangers of his goldenness under control. It is 
significant that in the Metamorphoses Apollo, the golden god107, is nowhere explicitly 
described as golden108. Augustus’ patron deity, unlike Midas in the golden touch episode 
and the Virgilian Aeneas in Carthage, both equally overwhelmed by gold109, is very 
skilled not only in playing the lyre, but mainly and most importantly in the way he 
presents himself. The Aeneas of Ovid’s “little Aeneid” is, like Apollo here, but in 
opposition to his Virgilian self, adept at handling the dangers of goldenness by attributing 
gold to the ones whom it befits: the gods and their servants. In the exchange of gifts 
between the Trojans and king Anius on the island of Delos, Aeneas hands Anius, who is 
both a king and a priest of Apollo (and thus reflects Augustus himself, as Papaioannou 
2005, 36-37, points out), a casket for incense, a patera, and a crown bright with gold and 
gems (13.704: claramque auro gemmisque coronam). This is the same crown the 
Virgilian Aeneas had been able to salvage from the ruins of Troy and handed as a gift to 
Dido in Aen. 1.655: duplicem geminis auroque coronam. The Ovidian Aeneas outdoes 
his Virgilian counterpart in piety110, and parallels both Augustus and the Ovidian Apollo 
in the way he gains authority by deflecting gold and championing a paradigm of 
ciphered, less flamboyant rule. What Midas fails to appreciate in this last part of his story 
is not the uncontrollable ramifications of excessive and literal goldenness, but the 
compelling power of ciphered, metaphorical goldenness. As a ruler he should have been 
able to avoid the first, and exercise the second. Midas has it the other way around. At the 
end of the day, on the dominant reading that the text invites, Apollo does not emerge as 
an Oriental tyrant: the majority of the audience acknowledge his musical auctoritas. 
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Midas is still, primarily, the laughable caricature of the barbaric Oriental or mad 
Hellenistic king who wants to “play” the Roman. He is not fit to be either a king or a 
judge in musical contests, and the latter is not so much because of his bad taste111, but his 
inability to understand power relationships and how they are articulated.  
The conclusion of the Midas episode and the ways in which it resonates within the 
next one seem to confirm that what we have here is a politicized discourse about imperial 
ideologies and the moral challenges that the accumulation of wealth poses within all 
imperial paradigms, Roman, Hellenistic or “Oriental”. It is important to note that Midas’ 
episode is placed exactly in the transition from the more mythological and distant 
(chronologically and geographically) part of the epic to the quasi-historical part of the 
Trojan War and, later on, the Roman present. After punishing Midas, we are told that 
Apollo leaves Tmolus and goes to the land of Laomedon, where he will help Neptune to 
build the walls of a new city: Troy. In spite of his very Hellenic, “speaking” name, 
Laomedon is, like Midas, a Phrygian king (Phrygiaeque tyranno, 203), and, like him, he 
is greedy for gold. Although he agrees to pay the two gods in gold (aurum, 204) for their 
work, he does not keep his promise. As a consequence, the shores of a specifically greedy 
Troy (auarae litora Troiae, 208112) are flooded by Neptune, and the farmers’ fields are 
overwhelmed with water (209-210). As in the myth of Midas, the love of gold 
catastrophically stands in the way of natural, agricultural production. Laomedon’s second 
perjury, again out of avarice, when he refuses Hercules his prize for rescuing his daughter 
from Neptune’s monster, leads immediately to the first sack of Troy by Hercules and his 
crew113. The walls of this proto-Rome are constructed and then conquered within the 
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space of 15 verses114, and this swift fall is due to the Phrygian king’s avarice, a trait 
amply illustrated in Midas.        
Midas leaves the Metamorphoses exactly the way he entered them: a fool. His very 
last action in the poem is ridiculously trying to conceal his ass’s ears underneath a 
suitably barbarian “purple turban” (purpureis … tiaris, 181). Ovid, however, again 
destabilizes the safe categorization of Midas as the risible Oriental (or Hellenistic) 
“other”. Midas’ turban, is, after all, the same as Priam’s tiarae, the headdress that the 
Trojan Ilioneus hands over to king Latinus in Aen. 7.247. Roman “kings” are apparently 
neither immune to the greed and avarice of the East nor exactly new to it. Roman 
imperial ideology is vulnerable to repeating the tropes of its Hellenistic predecessors, 
even if it does so (for now) in a more restrained, ciphered manner. One of the very last 
stories to be told in the Metamorphoses, that of “king-in-spite-of-himself” Cipus (a 
character who reflects both Augustus and Julius Caesar)115, again recalls Midas and his 
own doomed attempts at kingly authority. While Midas tries, but will ultimately fail, to 
cover up and keep secret his ass’s ears (181: temptat uelare), the Roman “king” Cipus 
first effectively hides under a laurel crown the horns that have sprouted on his forehead 
and signify his imminent kingship (15.591-592: cornua lauro / uelat)116, and then he 
himself reveals them, even though people try to stop him (15.610: populo prohibente), 
apparently because they do not want to admit that they will now have to exile him from 
the city. Cipus will be, at his own wish, forbidden from entering the city walls, but he 
will receive another crown (615: festam … coronam) and as much land as he can plough 
in one day (evoking a city foundation ritual), while his horns will be engraved on the 
city’s gateposts –– an eternal reminder not only of Cipus himself but also of the deep 
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roots of kingship in Rome117. While Midas tries and fails to become the king who will 
revive a literally Golden Age, and ultimately loses his royal dignity as his subjects find 
out his shameful secret, Cipus (and through him Augustus) becomes a successful “king” 
by paradoxically renouncing kingship, at least in name.  
The episode of Midas and its resonances in later narratives in the poem have 
highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of having the Apolline Augustus as “king”. 
On the one hand, this ruler is quite capable of controlling the moral dangers created by 
wealth –– he is also wise enough not to promote unrealistic ideas of effortless bliss for 
everybody, and does not openly proclaim his own kingship. On the other hand, if you are 
willing to accept his ciphered reign, you should be prepared to recognize that it is, in fact, 
a reign, which will demand that you relinquish part of your personal freedom: if you 
happen to prefer Pan’s song, you had better keep silent in your seat.   
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1 See the narrator’s comment in 11.148-149: pingue sed ingenium mansit, nocituraque, ut 
ante, / rursus erant domino stultae praecordia mentis. I am using Tarrant’s 2004 edition 
of the Metamorphoses. 
2 See Urban 1968, 70-73; Rosati 1983, 140; Hill 1992, 136; Martín Puente 1999, 495-
499. 
3 Luck 1969, 470-477, and Hommel 1983, 354-364, maintain that the story of the golden 
touch is based on an orphic religious schema of sin – punishment – repentance – 
absolution, but they use evidence from much later centuries to do so, and they presuppose 
a (not so certain any more) continuity of religious practice between Orphism and 
Christianity. 
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4 For the fairy-tale elements see Davies 2004, 682-692. The humour of the episode is 
emphasised in Roller 1983, 312; Frécaut 1985, 147-162; Spahlinger 1996, 101. Otis 
1970, 192, states: “The Midas story is obviously a prime example of Ovidian humour”. I 
do not wish to underplay the humour of Ovid’s account, but rather argue that it is 
employed as a vehicle with which to think about serious issues.  
5 See Leach 1974, 131-132; Tissol 1997, 4; Barchiesi 2006, for the meta-poetic 
resonances; for the representation of Apollo see Miller, J. F. 2009, 236 and 350, and Reed 
2013, 162-163 (note on 11.162). 
6 For the Golden Age trope in Hellenistic imperial ideology see, most recently, Strootman 
2014. 
7 Sorabella 2007, esp. 243-244, for the identification of the patron with Antiochus IV. 
There is continuing disagreement among scholars on whether the extant statue is the 
Hellenistic original, a copy, or a post-Hellenistic creation; see p. 223.   
8 See Sorabella 2007, 234, with further bibliography. Prop. 2.32.14 (flumina sopito 
quaeque Marone cadunt) refers to a statue of a sleeping Maron by a fountain in the 
portico of Pompey. Maron could be represented as a satyr or Silenus, and is said to be the 
son of Dionysus in Eur. Cyc. 141-143. 
9 The section of Livy’s text that would be most relevant for this article, 41.20, is 
unfortunately fragmentary: the missing part would have included Antiochus’ accession to 
the throne and probably a first portrayal of his character; what survives, however, largely 
reflects Polybius. The most extensive study on Livy’s adaptation of Polybius is Tränkle 
1977 (see esp. 142 on Antiochus IV). See also Briscoe 2012, esp. his comments on 41.20. 
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Livy’s “endorsement” of Polybius meant that from then on “‘Polybius was quite often 
read by the Greek-educated Roman élite” –– Tränkle 2009, 477; cf. McGing 2010, 209. 
10 See Arist. F44 = [Plut.], Cons. ad Apoll. 27: ἄριστον γὰρ πᾶσι καὶ πάσαις τὸ µὴ 
γενέσθαι, τὸ µέντοι µετὰ τοῦτο καὶ τὸ πρῶτον τῶν ἀνθρώπῳ ἀνυστῶν τὸ γενοµένους 
ἀποθανεῖν ὡς τάχιστα. Cf. Cic., Tusc. 1.114. For all the different variations of this myth 
see Roller 1983, 303-308, and LIMC 8.1 846. For the artistic representations of the scene 
and how they are informed by the “Great King” iconography, see also Miller, M. C. 
1988, 79-89. 
11 See Davies 2004, 682-92.  
12 See Sorabella 2007, 239-241, who also includes, among other evidence, the presence 
of satyrs in the Grand Procession of Ptolemy Philadelphus, as reported in Athenaeus 
(5.197a-202b). I am not sure that the satyrs there were meant to be seen specifically as 
captives and not just as attendants of Dionysus. 
13 See Plut., Alex. 24.9: καὶ κρήνην δέ τινα δεικνύουσι, πρὸς ἣν κατὰ τοὺς ὕπνους ἰδεῖν 
ἔδοξε τὸν σάτυρον. All translations are my own. The dream and its interpretation, but 
with no spring mentioned, is also reported in Artem. 4.24.  
14 The motif of sleep, however, is transferred from captive to captor: in the myth of Midas 
it is Silenus who is captured while sleeping; here Alexander is asleep, yet “catches” the 
satyr. For the motif of compulsion see also Ov., Fast. 3.285-311, where king Numa sets 
wine cups beside a stream in order to capture, bind, and interrogate Faunus and Picus. He 
had been warned that they would not teach him unless compelled (293: nec sine ui 
tradent). 
15 See Sorabella 2007, 240 with further bibliography. 
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16 Ath. 2.45c = Theopomp., FGrHist 115 F75a: Ἡλιόδωρος δέ φησι τὸν Ἐπιφανῆ 
Ἀντίοχον … τὴν κρήνην τὴν ἐν Ἀντιοχείᾳ κεράσαι οἴνῳ, καθάπερ καὶ τὸν Φρύγα Μίδαν 
φησὶ Θεόποµπος, ὅτε ἑλεῖν τὸν Σιληνὸν ὑπὸ µέθης ἠθέλησεν. 
17 For the folk-tale pattern see Davies 2004, 686. 
18 Contrast the vocabulary of “hunting down” Silenus, which appears in many of the 
Greek sources: see Xen., An. 1.2.13: λέγεται Μίδας τὸν Σάτυρον θηρεῦσαι; Philostr. 
Imag. 1.22.1.3: Μίδας αὐτὸν οἴνῳ τεθήρακεν, and V A 6.27.3-4: σάτυρος οἴνῳ θηρευθείς; 
Phot., Bibl. 372a: θήραν ἐποιεῖτο τὸν Σάτυρον. 
19 Sorabella 2007, 240. 
20 See 11.92-94: … cui Thracius Orpheus / orgia tradiderat cum Cecropio Eumolpo. / qui 
simul agnouit socium comitemque sacrorum. See Luck 1969, 473-7, for the golden touch 
as a stage in Midas’ (Orphic) initiation: the mystes is given a test, he fails because he is 
still attached to earthly possessions, and has to repent in a confessio peccati, so that that 
the god can forgive him and carry out a restitutio. 
21 Of course, Midas may also have chosen a bad instructor for his initiation: not more 
than 50 lines above, in book 11, Orpheus had been torn to pieces by the Thracian 
bacchants, because his grief caused him to renounce all women. The consequences of 
being the pupil of an inspired artist, but one isolated from reality, and therefore defeated, 
will show up in the third part of Midas’ story. See Leach 1974, 125, and Lateiner 1984, 
12-13. 
22 Conon, FGrHist 26 F1 = Phot., Bibl. 130b: καὶ Ὀρφέως κατὰ Πιέρειαν τὸ ὄρος 
ἀκροατὴς γενόµενος πολλαῖς τέχναις Βριγῶν βασιλεύει. Καὶ ὡς Σειληνὸς περὶ τὸ 
Βρέµιον ὄρος Μίδου βασιλεύοντος ὤφθη, ὑφ’ ᾧ καὶ τὸ ἔθνος ᾤκει πολυανθρωπότατον 
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ὄν· καὶ ὡς ἤχθη τὸ ζῷον ἐξηλλαγµένον τὴν ἰδέαν ὡς ἐν ἀνθρώπου φύσει. Right after 
Silenus’ capture, we are told that Midas was forced to resettle his numerous subjects from 
Thrace to Phrygia, because everything in their original homeland, including the food, had 
turned into gold. We do not know, however, if Midas had requested the golden touch, as 
he does in Ovid. Even if he had, his successful resettlement of his kingdom still paints 
him as a responsible leader.    
23 For the Hellenistic idea of royal control over the forces of nature and its revival in 
Roman panegyric see Hardie 1986, 205-256. 
24 Most significant among these was Mithridates VI of Pontus; Conon’s patron Archelaus 
was Mithridates’ ally. 
25 The propaganda against Antiochus seems to start with the historian Polybius, who must 
have been the one to nickname him Epimanês; see Ath. 2.45c: Ἐπιφανῆ Ἀντίοχον, ὃν διὰ 
τὰς πράξεις Πολύβιος Ἐπιµανῆ καλεῖ. Polybius appears to have harboured a personal 
animosity against Antiochus, who, in fact, might have been an astute statesman; see 
Sorabella 2007, 243-244, with further bibliography. 
26 See Strootman 2014, 332. 
27 Polyb. 26.1.3-5 = Ath. 5.21.12-15: καὶ µετὰ τῶν παρεπιδηµούντων συνέπινε τῶν 
εὐτελεστάτων. ὅτε δὲ τῶν νεωτέρων αἴσθοιτό τινας συνευωχουµένους, οὐδεµίαν ἔµφασιν 
ποιήσας παρῆν ἐπικωµάζων µετὰ κερατίου καὶ συµφωνίας. Cf. Diod. Sic. 29.32.1.1-13, 
also based on Polybius. 
28 See Ath.5.24.14-28; at the end of each feast, Antiochus would allegedly be brought in 
by the mimes, entirely wrapped up. At the sound of the symphony, he would reveal 
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himself, jumping up, and then dance and act with the clowns, so that everyone, again, 
would depart in shame (ὥστε πάντας αἰσχυνοµένους φεύγειν).   
29 The satyr-like Faunus and Picus also hold special knowledge in Ov., Fast. 3.285-311. 
30 The riddle of the song is signalled by the grammatically ambivalent satis est potuisse 
uideri (24). For its interpretation see Egan 1980, 379-380. Cf. Hubbard 1975, 60-61. 
31 On the identification of this Varus see Coleman 1977, note on Ecl. 6.7. 
32 Barchiesi 2006, 416 also notes the similarity in the two situations, but considers it 
under a meta-poetic light: Midas “has had his chance to meet a higher version of 
bucolics, and has blown it”; the bucolic poetics that he prefers is spurious: “one in which 
the keynote is lowly but not simple and pure”.  
33 On the reception of Hesiod in Eclogue 6, and this progression through his poetic corpus 
in particular, see Rosati 2009, 362-363, and Ziogas 2013, 54-57. 
34 This effect is also created by Tityrus’ apostrophising the characters of Silenus’ song; he 
addresses Pasiphae, for example, as if she is present “now” (nunc) in front of him. On the 
many temporal displacements in this poem see, most recently, Kania 2016, 102-107. 
35 This does not necessarily contradict the message conveyed in Eclogue 4, where the 
Saturnia regna (6) are said to return. Van Noorden 2015 suggests that Hesiod’s account 
contained the potential for both pessimistic and optimistic readings of the “myth of the 
races”, based on the subsequent “portraits of just and unjust cities, in which just kings 
bring about communal prosperity while one unjust man can drag a city down.” (quote 
from p. 27). 
36 D. Servius on v. 13 = Theopomp. FGrHist 115 F75b: sane hoc de Sileno non dicitur 
fictum a Vergilio, sed a Theopompo trasnlatum: is enim apprehensum Silenum a Midae 
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regis pastoribus dicit, crapula madentem et ex ea soporatum; illos dolo adgressos 
dormientem uinxisse; postea uinculis sponte labentibus liberatum de rebus naturalibus et 
antiquis Midae interroganti disputauisse. 
37 Reportedly Theopompus had also composed an encomium of Philip and Alexander; see 
FGrHist 115 F255. 
38 FGrHist 115 F75c = Ael., VH 3.18. 
39 See Rosati 2009, 369-374. 
40 For Theopompus as a moralizer speaking truth to power see Pownall 2004, 143-175. 
41 This last element is not explicitly mentioned in Hesiod’s description of the Golden 
race, but we can infer from Op. 197-200 that Aidôs and Nemesis, who will head for 
Olympus in the Iron race, must have been present among the Golden one. Cf. Aratus, 
Phaen. 100-113, where Dike sits among the Golden men, “even though she is immortal” 
(ἀλλ' ἀναµὶξ ἐκάθητο καὶ ἀθανάτη περ ἐοῦσα, 104). On the influence of Hesiod’s Golden 
race on Theopompus’ Pious see Aalders 1978, 320, who also points out parallels with 
Homer’s Phaecians and Plato’s Atlantis. Cf. idem 1975, 69-70. 
42 As Romm 1994, 67 points out, this is a “comic extrapolation of the way the 
Hyperboreans, from their privileged niche at the world’s edge, regard the Greeks. 
Theopompus has wryly one-upped the archaic tradition of ethnographic satire, by moving 
his cultural vantage point one step further outward in space.” By doing this, however, he 
is also making a point about the (un)attainability of a blissful existence: it becomes so 
distant that no mortal can ever hope to catch even a glimpse of it.  
43 The same message is essentially transmitted in Aristotle’s account (see F44, cited 
above, n. 10). Theopompus’ version, however, fleshes out this message in ethnographic 
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and mythical terms. It also holds more significance for my thesis because, firstly, it 
appears in a work composed in the context of the Macadonian court, and has, therefore, 
more obvious political implications, and, secondly, it reworks Hesiodic material on the 
“myth of the races”, and thus links the capture of Silenus to the very narrative in which 
the Golden Age trope originated.   
44 See FGrHist 115 F71 = Diog. Laert. 1.116, where the Spartans are instructed by 
Pherecydes (who had been instructed by Hercules in a dream) not to honour gold or 
silver. Later, when gold and silver coinage is introduced, the wisest of the Spartans 
demand that it is driven out like the plague (F332 = Plut., Lys. 17.2-3). The ancient 
Spartans only used gold, legitimately, to honour Apollo, and even in order to do that, they 
were forced to go buy the gold from Croesus, because in those (purer) times they could 
not find it anywhere in Greece (οὐχ εὑρίσκοντες ἐν τῇ Ἑλλάδι χρυσίον, F193). On 
Theopompus’ admiration for the ancient Spartans, before these were corrupted by 
imperialism, see Pownall 2004, 172. 
45 For an unworthy individual’s ostentatious use of gold and silver see F252 (from a work 
addressed to Alexander), and for the ironic treatment of the Persian king’s display of 
wealth (including gold and silver) see F263 with the comments by Shrimpton 1991, 22-
23 and 103.  
46 See Hes., Op. 225-237, 280-281, and 312-313, and, in the context of Hellenistic court 
poetry, Callim., Jov. 79-90, and Theoc. 17.77-120. 
47 Barchiesi 1997a, 233-236 acknowledges that the main themes in Hesiod’s two major 
poems (justice, the use of riches, the myth of the races) are not easily associated with 
Ovid’s work, but goes on to draw some connections between Hesiodic poetry and Ovid’s 
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Fasti and Ars Amatoria. I would argue that the myth of Midas offers another example of 
Ovid’s engagement with Hesiodic poetry and ideology. 
48 On the Silver race as foolish see Hes. Op. 134: ἀφραδίῃς. 
49 See Strootman 2014, 334-335. 
50 See Barker 1996, 141. 
51 Galinsky 1996, 119 mentions that in the Sabine area more than half the Republican 
farms went out of use, in Southern Italy the excavations reveal a “real decline of the 
physical environment”, while in the second half of Augustus’ reign there was a shortage 
of the money supply. 
52 The artists that inscribed a Golden-Age bounty on the Ara Pacis, for example, also 
included scorpions and serpents, which can be glimpsed among the foliage by the careful 
viewer; see Evans 2008, 21-22. In fact, even in the Greek literary sources, gold is already 
a metaphor, a symbol of moral perfection: neither Hesiod nor Aratus mentions the use of 
gold by the Golden race; on the contrary, the emphasis is on the agricultural goods this 
race enjoys without having to work for them, and on its proximity to the gods.   
53 Galinsky 1981, 199 points out that the Golden age is described in a set of sixteen 
negations, which take the present as a point of departure, and make the legendary past its 
antithetical counterpart. Cf. Evans 2008, 38, and Van Noorden 2015, 210.  
54 On Ovid’s Anius episode and how it is “constructed with the ‘historical’ Roman 
section in mind” see Papaioannou 2005, 36. For an overview of the Greek sources on 
Anius see Hardie 2015, n. on 13.643-674. 
55 See Apollod., Epit. 3.10: αἷς ἐχαρίσατο Διόνυσος ποιεῖν ἐκ γῆς ἔλαιον σῖτον οἶνον. Cf. 
schol. Lycoph. 580: αὗται ἔλαβον παρὰ Διονύσου δῶρον, ἵνα, ὅτε θελήσουσι, καρπὸν 
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τρυγῶσι –– the verb here refers to reaping (from the earth), definitely not transforming by 
touch. On the discrepancy between the three daughters mentioned in the Greek sources 
(each of them producing one substance) and the four daughters in Ovid see Hopkinson 
2000, 31-32, and Casali 2007, 198-202. 
56 Hopkinson 2000, comm. on 13.652, and Hardie 2015, comm. on 652-654 note the 
similarity to Midas. Reed 2013, comm. on 11.112-113 points out that the transformations 
Midas effects run in the opposite direction to those of the Aniads.   
57 By contrast, in the Greek sources the Aniads willingly provide sustenance for the 
Achaean army; see schol. Lycoph. 570 (= Pherecydes, FGrHist 3 F140) and 580. 
58 Galinsky 1981, 195. 
59 See Galinsky 1996, 93-100. For the problem of Virgil’s Eclogue 4, where an effortless, 
luxurious Golden Age seems to be returning triumphantly, see Galinsky 1996, 91-93, and 
Barker 1996, 441-445. 
60 One of very few Greek sources to mention the golden touch story, Aristotle, in Pol. 
1257b.10-17, uses the myth of Midas to show that money has no intrinsic value (φύσει), 
and is entirely a νόµος, a convention. He goes on to drive a wedge between wealth that is 
natural, limited, and has to do with household management (1257b.20: ὁ πλοῦτος ὁ κατὰ 
φύσιν) and the limitless type of wealth-getting that is concerned with money and trade 
(1257b23-24: ἄπειρος δὴ οὗτος ὁ πλοῦτος). 
61 The land that Midas originally inhabited in Macedonia (and where Silenus was 
reportedly caught) was already represented by Herodotus (8.138.9-14) as a Golden Age 
landscape, where fantastically fragrant roses would grow “of their own accord” 
(αὐτόµατα). 
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62 See Evans 2008, 8 and 17. 
63 It has recently been argued that the topos of “corrupting luxury” was engendered 
precisely during the late Republic, when the Romans supposedly became infected by the 
wealth and opulence of the subjugated East. See Gorman – Gorman 2014, chapter 5. The 
third section of this paper will argue that Ovid’s myth of Midas may be seen as a witness 
of such a development. 
64 See Crookes 1984, 14-16. 
65 See Edgeworth 1992, 105 for this verse (with references to Sallust and Livy’s preface) 
and 88-106 for a complete list, with analysis, of every appearance of the words aureus 
and aurum in the Aeneid. 
66 Evans 2008, 47. Aglauros will go on to receive a double punishment: from Minerva, 
who inflicts envy on her (2.760-811), and from Mercury, who turns her to stone (2.821-
832). 
67 See Barker 1993, 89-98. 
68 See Carm. 3.24.45-50: uel nos in Capitolium, / quo clamor uocat et turba fauentium, / 
uel nos in mare proximum / gemmas et lapides, aurum et inutile, / summi materiem mali, 
/ mittamus. Ovid’s Ars Amatoria (2.277-278 and 3.112-113) famously exemplifies not 
only the sophistication, but also the ruthless plutocracy, of this newly golden Rome 
(3.112: nunc aurea Roma est). 
69 See Plut., Aem. 12. Plutarch wonders at Perseus’ love of money, given that he was 
supposedly descended from Philip and Alexander, and not some Lydians or Phoenicians 
(12.9); the author, thus, subscribes to the ideologically inflected map of a rich and venal 
East, but wishes to extract Greece from this area, in spite of the very story he is telling. 
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On the positive representation of Paulus in Greek sources see Reiter 1988, 20-68 (on 
Polybius), and 97-108 (on Plutarch). 
70 Cf. Livy 45.35. 
71 See Plut., Aem. 28.13: τὸν δ' ἄλλον χρόνον οὔτ' αὐτοὺς οὔτε γυναῖκας ἀργύρου χρῄζειν 
ἢ χρυσοῦ. The victorious general permitted his own sons to keep only the king’s books. 
72 See Livy 45.40 and Plut., Aem. 34. 
73 See Carm. 3.6.5: dis te minorem quod geris, imperas. For the Capitoline temples 
becoming golden during Augustus’ reign, see Virg. Aen. 8.348. Cf. Sen. Controv. 1.6.4 
and 2.1.1. 
74 For this ancient etymology see Varro, Ling. 5.92: diues a diuo qui ut deus nihil 
indigere uidetur. 
75 See Ath. 5.24.31-32: ἱεροσυλήκει δὲ καὶ τὰ πλεῖστα τῶν ἱερῶν. This was in addition to 
donations from friends and funds he had appropriated in Egypt, having broken a treaty 
with Ptolemy Philomêtor. Antiochus’ celebrations are described in detail in 5.22-24. 
They included three thousand men in gold crowns; cavalry forces in cloaks woven with 
gold; gilded statues; innumerable gold and silver vessels; litters with gold supports etc. 
Livy 41.20, on the other hand, reports that Antiochus displayed great care in the worship 
of the gods, dedicating temples, altars, and statues in the great religious centres of the 
Greek world. 
76 See Ath. 5.23, and Livy 41.20, who notes that, at first, the gladiatorial contest 
frightened the spectators, but, by providing such spectacles often, Antiochus taught his 
subjects to enjoy them. 
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77 Edmondson 2000, 87, who further notes that Antiochus’ stay in Rome coincided with a 
period in which new forms of public spectacles were evolving.   
78 See Ath. 5.21, and Diod. Sic. 29.32.1.14-25. Livy 41.20 only mentions the sella 
curulis, but this section is fragmentary and may have originally included the elements 
mentioned in the other sources. 
79 This verse is bracketed as an interpolation in most editions. Even if it was interpolated, 
however, its allusion to Virg. Aen. 6.206 shows that Ovid’s readers, when confronted 
with this episode, would also think of the Virgilian golden bough. 
80 On the Phrygian mountain Berecyntus and its association with the cult of Cybele see 
Reed’s 2013 commentary on this verse. 
81 Boyle 1972, 142. It will be argued later on in Part III that Ovid’s Aeneas is, at least in 
this respect, superior to his Virgilian counterpart, as he knows that gold should be 
attributed to gods and their worship. This Aeneas tears off the golden bough under the 
express command of the Sibyl and with no resistance involved (14.115-116). 
82 Rosati 1983, 140 notes the apostrophe in uideres, and says that it summons the 
reader’s “attenzione visiva”, in order to witness a spectacle described in quasi-ekphrastic 
manner. Cf. Reed 2013 on the same verse.  
83 The same mimetic construction is observed Midas’ second divine punishment: the ass’s 
ears. The word aures always occupies the last two sedes of the line, except for v. 179 
(induiturque aures lente gradientis aselli), where the transformation finally takes place. 
Again, the construction matches the meaning: the five long syllables in the middle of the 
line reflect the slow-moving ass. Bömer 1980, 263 and 275 titles the two myths “Midas 
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aureus” and “Midas auritus”. Ahl 1985 does not make a direct connection between aurum 
and aures, though he does associate both with aura in pp. 207 and 304.  
84 See Dio Cass. 40.27.3: καὶ αὐτοῦ χρυσὸν ἐς τὸ στόµα οἱ Πάρθοι, ὥς γέ τινες λέγουσιν, 
ἐνέτηξαν ἐπισκώπτοντες. The parallel is noted in Reed 2013. Manius Aquilius was 
executed by Mithridates in the same manner some years earlier, apparently because he 
was the son of a greedy former governor. Appian says that Mithridates “thus reproached 
the Romans for their bribe-taking” (App. Mithr. 80: τοῦ στόµατος αὐτοῦ κατεχώνευσε 
χρυσίον, δωροδοκίαν ἄρα Ῥωµαίοις ὀνειδίζων). 
85 Cassius Dio (40.12.1) notes that he launched the campaign against the Parthians 
“because he desired to accomplish something that involved glory and at the same time 
profit” (ἐπιθυµήσας τι καὶ αὐτὸς δόξης τε ἅµα καὶ κέρδους ἐχόµενον πρᾶξαι). 
86 These are already attributed to him in Aristophanes (Plut. 286-287), and make an even 
earlier appearance in the stamnos by the Midas Painter (where the Phrygian king is 
shown interrogating the satyr) discussed in Miller, M. C. 1988, who argues this is a 
parody of the Persian king’s throne scene. Conon, the historian who presents Midas in the 
most favorable light (see above), claims that, because Midas had many spies to report to 
him on the behavior of his subjects, he was said to have “long ears”, which rumor then 
turned into “ass’s ears”; see FGrHist 26 F1 = Phot., Bibl. 130b. 
87 Polyb. 26.1.6-7 = Ath. 5.21.22-28: καθίσας ἐπὶ τὸν ἐλεφάντινον δίφρον κατὰ τὸ παρὰ 
Ῥωµαίοις ἔθος διήκουε τῶν κατὰ τὴν ἀγορὰν γινοµένων συναλλαγµάτων καὶ διέκρινε 
µετὰ πολλῆς σπουδῆς καὶ προθυµίας. ἐξ ὧν εἰς ἀπορίαν ἦγε τῶν ἀνθρώπων τοὺς 
ἐπιεικεῖς· οἳ µὲν γὰρ ἀφελῆ τινα αὐτὸν εἶναι ὑπελάµβανον, οἳ δὲ µαινόµενον. Cf. Diod. 
Sic. 29.32.1.23-26. 
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88 Polyb. 26.1.2-3 = Ath. 5.21.7-10: µάλιστα δὲ πρὸς τοῖς ἀργυροκοπείοις εὑρίσκετο καὶ 
χρυσοχοείοις, εὑρησιλογῶν καὶ φιλοτεχνῶν πρὸς τοὺς τορευτὰς καὶ τοὺς ἄλλους 
τεχνίτας. 
89 See above. 
90 As Barchiesi 2006, 414, puts it, “who ever heard of direct competition for an award 
between a citharist and a pipe-player? The Athenian Panathenaia, to quote just one 
conspicuous example, had separate prizes for the aulos, cithara, rhapsodes, etc.” Perhaps 
the answer to Barchiesi’s question would be, “uncouth Romans”. In his triumph, held at 
Rome in 166 B.C.E., L. Anicius Gallus staged a competition (which later escalated, at his 
own command, into a physical fight) between pipers and chorus singers. See Edmondson 
2000, 81-84.  
91 Cf. Buxton 1994, 150. 
92 Midas’ teacher, Orpheus, takes up his new song leuiore lyra in Met. 10.152; this is both 
a more exalted, lyric song, and a failed performance, which gets the artist killed by the 
Maenads. Thiel 2000, 132, maintains that leue is used to characterise Pan’s music as 
trivial and unworthy. The same adjective, however, bears the connotation of “elegant”. 
93 See Ecl. 1.10: ludere quae uellem calamo permisit agresti. Cf. Ecl. 6.8 (a poem 
endorsed by Apollo): agrestem tenui meditabor harundine musam. According to 
Barchiesi 2006, 416, “agrestibus recalls rusticitas, not the ‘new chic’ of Virgilian country 
music: localism is wedded to cheapness.” I think Barchiesi’s notion of a “spurious 
version of bucolic poetics” (ibid.) is just one possible interpretation of the episode, and a 
“renegade” reading is just as possible.   
94 On lyric as “naturally” superior to pastoral see Barchiesi 2006, 415. 
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95 Miller, J. F. 2009, 350. Cf. Barchiesi 2006, 415, and Reed 2013, comm. on v. 162.  
96 Miller, J. F. 2009, 236, n. 108. 
97 See Barchiesi 2006, 415-416, and Miller, J. F. 2009, 350. 
98 For Midas as a “spoiled groupie of Pan” see Barchiesi 2006, 416. The contest between 
Apollo and Pan is probably modelled on the one between Apollo and Marsyas (briefly 
told in Met. 6.382-400), who, like Midas, was closely associated with Phrygia. Cf. Reed 
2013, 154. 
99 Compare Ov. Met. 11.166: uerrit humum Tyrio saturata murice palla with Virg. Aen. 
4.262-263: … atque illi stellatus iaspide fulua / ensis erat Tyrioque ardebat murice 
laena. Reed 2013, comm. on v. 162, also suggests, very briefly, that the “Oriental details” 
in the representation of the god complicate the apparently sharp polarity between 
“barbarian Midas” and “Greco-Roman Apollo”. 
100 See Miller, J. F. 2009, 10. 
101 See Miller, J. F. 2009, 201 and 223 on the identification of the numismatic image with 
the Apollo Citharoedus; for an example see Fig. 9 with discussion in 192-193.  
102 For these coins see Edmondson 2000, 85, with an example in Fig. 2. According to 
Livy 41.20, Antiochus had also projected a magnificent temple to Jupiter Capitolinus at 
Antioch, of which the ceiling and walls were to be overlaid with gold. 
103 A fragmentary hymn for Seleucus calls him “the son of dark-haired Apollo … the god 
of the golden lyre”; see Fragmentum Erythraeum paeanis in Seleucum (Powell, Coll. 
Alex. 140) 1-2: Ἀπόλλωνος κυανοπλοκάµου / παῖδα Σέλευκον, ὃν αὐτὸς γείνατο 
χρυ[σ]ολύρας. 
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104 See Brumbaugh 2016, 65 and 83-84, with further bibliography; the article argues that 
Callimachus’ poetry appropriates the god as a champion of Ptolemaic rather than 
Seleucid kingship. 
105 On Augustus’ Palatine project as both advertising his victory over the Hellenistic 
world and, at the same time, displaying a profound artistic dependency on the Hellenistic 
sanctuaries of Alexandria and Pergamum see Dufallo 2013, 109-116.  
106 The most common modifier for gold is fuluus, but see Virg. Aen. 1.593-594: flauo … 
auro. 
107 For Apollo’s hair decked with gold see Eur. Ion 887-90 and Virg. Aen. 4.148. His 
golden lyre is famous from Pindar’s Pythian 1.1 (Χρυσέα φόρµιγξ, Ἀπόλλωνος … 
κτέανον) and see above n. 103 for the Seleucid Apollo as χρυ[σ]ολύρας. 
108 Ovid’s Apollo, on the contrary, can be found fighting the “golden” ones: in book 6 
Niobe is uestibus intexto Phrygiis spectabilis auro (166), and her sons are auroque 
graues moderantur habenas (223). 
109 For Aeneas suffocatingly surrounded by gold, see Virg. Aen. 4.138-139: cui pharetra 
ex auro, crines nodantur in aurum, / aurea purpuream subnectit fibula uestem.  
110 Still, Ovid calls Aeneas Dido’s “Phrygian husband” (14.79), when he summarizes 
their relationship in a mere four lines (78-81), whereas Virgil had never used this 
modifier for his hero. For Ovid’s Aeneas as more pious than the Virgilian one see Casali 
2007, 189-192.  
111 It is, perhaps, significant that, what marks the end of the episode in vv. 190-193 is the 
“return with a vengeance” of bucolic music, in the form of the thick bed of whispering 
reeds, which repeat the words of Midas’ barber. These reeds –– according to Barchiesi 
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2006, 418, “the most bucolic of features of a natural landscape” –– are reminiscent of the 
metamorphosis of Syrinx in Met. 1, and Pan’s subsequent invention of the pipe. Cf. Reed 
2013, comm. on v. 190. 
112 This phrase is primarily modelled on Virg. Aen. 3.44 (litus auarum), which refers to 
the land of the Thracian king who kills Trojan Polydorus. See Reed 2013, comm. on v. 
208 for further Virgilian resonances. Troy may become grammatically “greedy” by 
hypallage, as Reed notes, but the stylistic effect of the phrase might actually “conceal” a 
political statement about the character of all Trojans, and, by extension, their Roman 
descendants.  
113 There is a further Virgilian echo in the “twice perjured walls of Troy” (bis periura … 
moenia Troiae, 215), which recalls “the walls of perjured Troy” (periurae moenia 
Troiae) in Aen. 5.811, referring only to Laomedon’s deception of Neptune and Apollo. 
Ovid doubles up (bis) on Trojan treachery. 
114 Compare the conflagration of Ardea, which closes Ovid’s “little Aeneid” and projects 
Augustan Rome; see Papaioannou 2005, 187-197.  
115 For Cipus as “king-in-spite-of-himself” see Galinsky 1967, 183, who suggests that the 
Cipus episode both reflects and undermines Augustus’ attitude toward kingship. For the 
parallels between Cipus and the, at least apparent, rejection of kingship by both Augustus 
and Julius Caesar (who declined the specifically Hellenistic diadema offered by Marc 
Antony; Suet. Iul. 79.2) see Papaioannou 2005, 38, with further bibliography. Cf. Hardie 
2015, n. on 15.610-611. 
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116 For the possible ritual connotations of this verb see Hardie 2015, n. on 15.590-593. 
For the horns as a symbol of power used in the iconography of Alexander the Great and 
his successors (including Seleucus) see Guillaumin 2008, 170-171.   
117 See Marks 2004, who argues that Cipus is ultimately unable to break free from 
Romulus’ foundational legacy of kingship, which turns out to be unavoidable. For the 
festa corona as itself a sign of royal honor see Hardie 2015, n. on 15.612-615. Barchiesi 
1997b, 186 asks, “Will this honorific crown be a substitute for monarchy, or a veil for 
it?”, and goes on to argue that the episode dramatizes the gestures by which imperial 
power is founded (ritualized refusal, and then acceptance on new terms).   
